
The basic structure of the gnome consists of a simple sock stuffed with rice. 
Take a simple sock and fill it half way with rice or beans (rice works better as its smaller). Close the sock with a rubber band. 
Cut out a circle with a diameter of approximately 5 cm (2 inches) from the skin-colored fabric.
Isolate a bit of the sock with rice to create a nose. Wrap around the skin-colored fabric and tie it with a rubber band.

Scandinavian 
Gnome

The basis for the hat is created by using pillow stuffing.
Fill the remaining part of the sock with pillow stuffing (you can also use the leftovers from your fluffy sock used on the 
bottom of the gnome).
Close the sock by sewing it in a cone shape. Using sewing pins can be helpful. You can hand sew it closed or use a hot glue 
gun. 

The body of the gnome is covered by a fluffy sock. Cut the sock just above the heel. Put the sock over the body.
Use hot glue or sew to attach the cone to the rest of the body to create a better gnome shape, including the fluffy sock.

Supplies:



Now it is time to add a beard.
Measure how wide and long you want the beard to be.
Mark the beard on the back of the fake fur.
Using scissors cut the fur, use the blade to only cut the knit side of the fabric and not the furry part.  This prevents a blunt 
edge of fur. 
Sew or Glue the beard to the body. You only need to sew/glue the top edge.

Time for the finishing touch!
Place a fluffy sock over the top cone. 
Fold the edge of the sock and sew/glue to the bottom sock. If you want you can use your extra beard fur to create 
a small poof and sew or glue it to the end of your gnome’s hat!

Voila, your gnome is finished! Once you get the hang of it, you will see that it is really easy and doesn’t take a 
lot of time to make one. You can make an entire family of gnomes to give away during the holidays. Be creative! 
Make braids instead of a beard for a female gnome, model a mustache in the beard, add buttons or other decora-
tions... the possibilities are limitless!


